
High Achiever Awards – Autumn Term 2021 
 

As many of you are aware throughout the year, every half term, each faculty is asked to nominate one student from each 
year group to receive a prestigious High Achiever Award based on the student’s work, effort, attitude and achievements 
made throughout the previous half term.  
 

Each student who receives a High Achiever Award will have their name published in the weekly newsletter, and a copy of 
their certificate displayed on High Achiever noticeboards which are placed in prominent places around the school site. 
They will also will receive a letter of recognition from the school and their certificate is posted home to their parents. 
 

I am delighted that the following students all received a High Achiever Award for their work during the first half of the 
Autumn term. We congratulate them all for their recent success and wish them every success as they continue their 
learning journey at BMS.  
 

COMPUTING  
 

Rohit Jeyanthan  10E Consistently completing very good standards of work and homework since September.  
Consistently gained a high score on SAM Learning activities.   

Lily Purser  11W Outstanding work ethic over the course of this half term to ensure you are ahead of  
schedule with all of your coursework, well done  

Yehen Singankutta  
Arachchilage  12B Consistently completing very good standard work and homework; both have very good  

ATL during lessons  
Luke Robinson  13A Simply fantastic work ethic and determination to complete all of his coursework ahead  

of schedule. Being the perfect role model in the class. 
 

DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY     
 

Violeta Melero  7A Excellent enthusiasm and demonstration of skill towards designing and making  
Kai Bains  8M A superb effort and enthusiastic approach to improving his skills and helping others 
Sophie Phillips  9E An excellent ability to work independently and produce work to a high standard  
Piotr Pawlaczyk  10E Showing excellent knowledge and understanding of the principles of designing and  

making  
Qasim Kazmi  11A An impressive determination to produce work to a high standard  
Joe Millbery  12O Working hard to produce project work that shows his skills across different areas 
Nima Shiralizadeh 13S Working extremely hard to produce outstanding quality work as part of his NEA project 

 

ENGLISH  
 

Patryk Pawlaczyk 7E Outstanding effort and a brilliant start to year 7. Patryk is always eager to contribute to  
class discussions and his Minotaur project work was brilliant!   

Larry Dokelman  8B His strong work ethic and for always contributing and completing work to high  
standards  

Harry Cooper  9S Consistently demonstrating high levels of understanding and enthusiasm in English. In  
addition, he acts as a positive role model for his peers.  

Lucas Georgiou  10S Always completing all challenges in lessons, he responds to feedback about how to  
improve and has a strong work ethic  

Joshua Riley  11W Being a model pupil who acts as a positive role model for his peers. He consistently  
pushes himself with his learning and always tries his best in both classwork and home 
learning.  

Sophie Duffey  12W Making a strong start to the A level course and being consistently engaged within  
lessons  

Hannah Barry  13E Consistent hard work and excellence in independent learning 

      
HUMANITIES  
 

Kit Chester-Canavan 7E Demonstrating a positive work ethic in history and geography.  He has also made  
brilliant contributions to lessons, especially during the global communities' project in 
geography  

Luxman Aravindan 8S Being an enthusiastic student who is always willing to learn and contribute in class  



discussions in both RE and history.  He is always reliable, always contributes positively 
to discussions and stretches his learning by completing challenge tasks.  

Evie Smith  9B Producing great work with fantastic attention to detail in geography  
Luke Morris  10B Excellent engagement, always producing detailed classwork and willing to participate  

to discussions  
Maria Popa  11B Always striving for the best when producing work.  She consistently stretches and  

challenges herself in each lesson.  
Edward Boother  
Dominguez  12S A superb work ethic and for making a really positive start to A-Level geography  

contributing to many class discussions  
Finlay Crasnier  13M Outstanding work in geography this term, fantastic work ethic whilst collecting  

fieldwork data 
 

LEARNING SUPPORT 
 

Harrison Buckridge 7B Continually working hard despite any barriers. We are so proud of you Harrison.   
Alec Apikian  8W Constantly working so hard with a smile on his face. Well done Alec.  
Ashkan Tarjan  9W Always working so hard and having a positive attitude to all his studies   
Alfie Holmes  10M Always working hard and always with a smile  
Alex Green  11A An excellent start to Year 11 - Well done Alex!  
Ben Shiers  12B Making an excellent start to re-joining Bushey Meads School - Well done Ben!  
Daniel Adebajo  13O An excellent start to Year 13 - Keep it up Dan, well done! 
   

MATHS  
 

Adam Millar  7E Demonstrating a lot of enthusiasm in the subject and always pushing himself to do  
more 

Shrey Patel  8A Showing a lot of flair in maths and for demonstrating enthusiasm and love for the  
subject!  

Thomas Sookoo  9W Having an excellent, solid and undiminished ATL throughout every lesson  
Om Panchal  10E Demonstrating a consistently positive attitude to learning and enthusiasm in maths 
Eleanor Doody  11B Showing flair and enthusiasm in lessons and independent revision  
Vritika Bagariya  12E Showing great flair and positivity throughout every lesson   
Finlay Crasnier  13M Showing flair, focus and determination in his Maths lessons 

     
MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES  
 

Alex Patraucean 7O Consistently outstanding work in class and at home along with an extremely positive  
attitude to stretch and challenge  

Luxman Aravindan 8S Having an exceptional ATL and for being a positive role model to others, always striving  
to reach the top in all aspects of language learning  

Hirra Sheikh  9W Enthusiasm and flair in Spanish lessons  
Krisha Chandarana 10A Making an excellent start to GCSE French, completing all tasks with enthusiasm and  

determination and being a positive role model to others  
Alecsia Pirvu  11B Consistent hard work in Spanish speaking     
Gabriel  
Meunier-Murphy 13A Making impressive progress in vocabulary learning and applying this to speaking 

 
PE AND HEALTH  
 

Joshua Cunningham 7A A great start to the year, representing the school at football and showing leadership  
qualities in lessons and at the celebration evening  

Ma'Kayjah Bazile 8B Being a hardworking student in all practical PE lessons as well as a fantastic netballer  
and natural leader  

Archie Gates  9A Making a great start to the year, representing the school at football and showing  
leadership qualities in lessons and extra-curricular clubs. He also won the Year 9 IH cross 
country.  

Brandon Regan  10A Making an excellent start to the Sports Studies course with a real commitment to  
produce his best work  

Amy Deutrom  11S Fantastic effort and enthusiasm In PE lessons, sports leadership and extra-curricular  



sport 
Ema Guga   12W Excellent attitude in CTECH PE lessons showing great application to the course  
Pasan Kulasinghe 13B Making an excellent start to the year in the CTECH Sport course making excellent  

progress with assignments and very good contributions in lessons  
       

PERFORMING AND VISUAL ARTS  
 

Jamie Bull  7W Always working hard in art lessons and being a helpful student 
Michael Boother 
Dominguez  8S Coming into music to rehearse his piano part in his free time  
Alfie Fish  9W An outstanding work ethic and commitment in drama  
Erin Acornley  10W Fabulous commitment and enthusiasm in GCSE art  
Acsharah Rajendran 11B Challenging herself and showing great progress in GCSE dance  
Aryan Faraboushehri  12E Showing a great attitude in lessons and trying new techniques in A-level dance  
Luke Robinson  13A Consistent excellence in all his A-level media studies work 

 
SCIENCE  
 

 
Violeta Melero  7A Excellent focus and attitude at all times during lessons  
Luxman Aravindan 8S Actively participating in every lesson and always asking questions to understand the  

lesson content better  
Sophie Mullings  9E Always working exceptionally well in science lessons and for making fantastic progress  

because of this  
Mya Dave  10S Always working to the best of her ability in all lessons and for making excellent progress  

because of this  
Lily Purser  11W Continuously pushing herself to exceed the expected progress in lessons  
Nova Shrestha  12S Continually engaging in chemistry lessons and striving to push herself further  
Yuvan Ponnusamy 13E Making exceptional progress this term and improving leaps and bounds since year 12 
 

SOCIAL SCIENCES            
 

Zaki Alibhai  10W Demonstrating an outstanding work ethic and excellent contributions to class  
discussions in business studies  

Haard Patel  11W Excellent attitude to work in economics, completing everything within timescale and  
providing excellent peer reviews  

Sophie Ward  12O Demonstrating a fantastic work ethic and a determination to be on top of workload and  
deadlines at all times in childcare  

Thomas Phillips  13S Demonstrating an excellent and highly self-motivated work ethic in law, psychology and  
sociology.  In sociology, Thomas always completes the necessary preparation work and 
consequently, consistently achieves excellent grades in class test.  In law, his work ethic 
has resulted in him raising his achievement by a grade.   

 
STEM 
 

George Daddo  7O An imaginative, creative, innovative and enthusiastic approach to all his work  
Yashvi Hingu  9M A superb enthusiasm and growth mindset when challenged with difficult tasks  
Veer Anand  10E Making a really positive impact on the VEX robotics team    
Yehen Singankutta  
Arachchilage  12B Demonstrating determination in his Maths and STEM work 
Akhil Radhakrishnan 13S Demonstrating determination in his Maths and STEM work 


